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About This Video

Noximilian, good family father and genius clockmaker finds an old artifact : the Eliacube. Fascinated, he starts to study the
strange device, until it becomes an obsession.The Xelor's clock gets upset, only his family stands between his madness and him.

But Fate never stops its course and sooner or later the clockmaker
will face it. Ogrest's Chaos has started, the Era of Wakfu is coming and it needs an Arch-villain ! Discover the past of Nox, the

evil Xelor of WAKFU Season 1 !

This special episode was produced in Japan and features a radically different art style from the original anime series.

English and French Versions Included

You can switch between video and audio tracks using the Settings section in the video player. Read more about this feature.
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Title: Noximilian the Clockmaker
Production:
Ankama Animations
Distributor:
Ankama Animations
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2015
Country: Japan
Video Resolution: 1080p(0.9GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Running Time: 23 minutes

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,French
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noximilien the watchmaker netflix. noximilian the clockmaker. noximilien the watchmaker watch online. noximilien the
clockmaker. noximilien the watchmaker english sub. noximilien the watchmaker english dub

Very atmosperic and enjoyable. More of a walking simulator with horror elements. Was done with the game in under an hour -
bonus levels included. Worth it on a sale.. Armored Kitten is a cartoony side-scrolling action shooter that takes some of it's
inspiration from DOOM. At first glance, it has what appears to be simple, fun and mindless mechanics meant to just blow off
some steam or what have you. However, what you get is a poorly optimized, incredibly dull and repetitive experience that, even
at a discount, is not really worth it.

Bottom Line: Don't bother with this one.

I found myself enjoying the mindlessness at first. Having just finished up another title that was more demanding, I enjoyed the
simple reprieve. It was even chock full of references to other sci-fi games, like Dead Space and Mass Effect (mainly in the
available armor and weaponry). But as time went on, I quickly found the game was just constant repeats of the same mission or
level, just tacking on additional number requirements to complete each level. There were 9 mission hubs, each consisting of 10
missions that would essentially repeat from the last hub. And they even had an escort mission thrown in there, in which the
robot you escort stops frequently and cannot ever defend itself. Couple that with some ridiculous hit boxes, and you were in for
a slog.

That was the best way to describe the game...a slog. I found the game lost it's allure within a couple of hours of playing, after the
meager upgrades lost their charm and the levels became frustrating slow reptitions of the same action over and over. I found I
had to push myself to finish normal mode so I could at least unlock the majority of the achievements (full disclaimer - I am an
achievement junkie). After normal mode, i figured I would push through the next difficulty, hardcore, under the assumption
that the only thing that would change would be the enemies would hit harder. I was wrong.

The missions became even more tedious, as the already frustratingly long "Kill X enemy 300-400 times" would turn into 800+,
with said enemy only being available to kill for a short portion, forcing you to push on for longer and longer periods until your
brain would liquify. Add on that each "wave" in some of these sections (waves would be triggered by distance, with more
enemies gradually being added to the pool of attackers until it would reset, starting from scratch but buffing their stats) would
then gain stupidly large amount of HP or speed and it just became a game of moving forward 2 inches and then frantically back
pedaling 2 feet while you try to kill everything before it got to you. Past some very basic stats you max out in the normal run and
some new weapons/armor, the lack of a scaling upgrade system means the enemies will quickly leave your damage output in the
dirt and became more of a hassel than anything else.

The weapons were also quite frustrating. The most expensive weapons would find themselves to be seemingly useless as there
were just better options that were available much earlier in the game. For instance, the most expensive weapon, which took
quite some time to unlock, had unlimited ammo, but mediocre damage out put and required an enemy to be right up in your
face to cause damage. Meanwhile, a mid tier weapon I acquired very early on would rapid fire lasers that would pierce enemies
and kill enemies off screen. That kind of desparity makes little to no sense.

The game's optimization is also quite poor, and thoroughly taxes some simpler systems. I am admittedly playing on a toaster
(with no access ot my gaming rig at the moment), but for a computer that pretty handely played slime rancher, this one should
have been no issue. However, I found frequent crashes and lock ups, especially on longer missions, would cause me to need to
force close and relaunch, a process which at times would take over 10 minutes when it would cripple the computer.

All in all, I would avoid this one. Achivement Hunters will find it a frustrating title to 100% and definitely not worth the slog
involved in getting there, while even very causual gamers will quickly find themselves bored with the repetitive gameplay.

Pros:
- Simple, easy to pick up and put down
- Cartoony art style

Cons:
- Very poorly optimized
- Far too repetitive
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- Difficulty not determined by any skill, but just throwing you into longer and longer missions
- Lack of meaningful upgrades
- Game heavily padded with time fillers. My Favorite character DLC
>Little Friend Rifle = m308 with grenade laucher which is very powerful
>Tony Montana
>Chainsaw. The uninstall button worked great! no issue!. Dialogues are really boring, game is linear to the point where they put
big yellow circle around every evidence you need to find, so not much of exploration or gameplay, just click on things and
progress through the story, couldnt bare to finish it, sorry. The art was pretty decent tho.. How can I say this... AoE II was such
an amazing part of my growing up in this life. That along with Diablo II truly set my heart on gaming early. This is an absolutely
fantastic blessing being able to replay this game and to have easier access to playing with my friends. In college, we passed
around a flash drive with AoE II on it and recruited anyone who cared to join us in our weekly matches going until the late
hours of the night. This adaptation brings some new factions, some high definition overhauling of graphics, and some easier to
access mods. I have had no issues!. One of the best tactical RPG Space Sims
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very cool guy. The ritual of Weylyn island is a fun short horror game with some scares. The player assumes the role of Moira
Weylyn one the 5 members of the family to inherit the island, that is now occupied by cultists. I reccomend to those interested
to wait for a sale on this one its not worth buying at the full price. Ending may dissapoint some players but honestly i didnt really
mind it at all.. This game is just miserable to play. I wouldnt recommend it at all.. Just in case the description of this game leaves
you with any doubt: this is first person minesweeper with clunky mechanics.. Well put together, but clearly not finished.
Graphics are clean, well chosen for what it is. Plot is well written. One quibble - it makes no sense that the CIA handler has a
stereotypical Hydra-Nazi-all-purpose-German-sounding-badguy accent. The whole point is that this is super-patriotic American
intelligence gone awry, right? Try a nice deep southern accent...like Kevin Spacey in House of Cards. Or a flat, CNN-anchor
voice.

. Unironically the best game of 2018 and 2019.. Fun Coop game. Plays well even with keyboard and mouse.
Has online coop but haven't tryed it yet.
Not as hardcore as most twin sticks that have been coming out lately but that can be a good thing for casual gaming and local
couch coop.
Cool music, cool gameplay. I do recommend
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